一 文意字彙
1. The winner of this ____ will get a free cell phone. (A) competition (B) emergency (C) influence (D) feature
2. My parents play a ____ part in my life. (A) giant (B) weird (C) smooth (D) major
3. Edward likes to add ___ to the top of the ice cream. (A) icon (B) tasty (C) nuts (D) portion
4. Always read the owner’s ____ before starting any new electronic device. (A) manual (B) scale (C) department (D) manager
5. Not many people go to Antarctica because they don’t like the ____ cold. (A) equal (B) extreme (C) definite (D) energetic
6. Joe keeps his diary in a _____ place. Nobody knows where it is. (A) obvious (B) distant (C) secret (D) lost
7. Police have been _____ that killer for a few years. (A) chasing (B) soaring (C) burying (D) responding
8. It’s so quiet in the library. I’ll set my phone to ____. (A) shout (B) vibrate (C) switch (D) ring
9. Suzanna ____ her son to new languages by watching foreign movies together. (A) introducing (B) introduction (C) introduce (D) introduced
10. Peter takes art classes to _____ his drawing skills. (A) imagine (B) figure (C) decorate (D) develop
11. Do you ___ a coffee after dinner? (A) rejoice (B) observe (C) fancy (D) innovate
12. America’s struggle for independence is a great example of the spirit of ____ and facing challenges bravely. (A) liberty (B) frame (C) aspect (D) individualism
13. I’d look _____ (silly) in a dress like that. (A) comfortable (B) virtual (C) ridiculous (D) complete
14. Kim _____ (seldom) attends the monthly meeting. (A) sincerely (B) freely (C) obviously (D) rarely
15. _____ (Most importantly), the numbers in an annual report must be correct. (A) Evidently (B) First and foremost (C) Stressfully (D) Successfully

二 句型結構與片語
16. After he got cancer, he ____ the importance of health. (A) realized (B) reality (C) realistic (D) reality
17. Tim is well prepared for the _____ exam next month. (A) enter (B) entrance (C) entering (D) entered
18. Nike and Puma are ____ shoe and sports clothing companies. (A) both (B) either (C) neither (D) all
19. Cindy looks ____ in that pink dress. (A) terrify (B) terror (C) terrific (D) terribly
20. Stanley’s health insurance was ____ as soon as he left his job. (A) cutter (B) cut (C) cuts
21. The temperature is ______ every year because of global warming. (A) increase (B) increased (C) increasing (D) being increased

22. Paintings by great artists such as Monet and van Gogh _____ be found in museums worldwide. (A) are (B) can (C) will (D) possibly

23. The report shows that not all students are prepared ___ college after graduating high school. (A) for (B) by (C) in (D) from

24. This new book is aimed __ people who want to do something to save the planet. (A) to (B) on (C) with (D) at

25. Linda told her boss about the problem, but he ______. (A) was all ears (B) turned a deaf ear (C) was introvert (D) kept his eye on the ball.

三 說明填空

Some birthday celebrations are more special than others. For example, toddlers in China sit among a ____(26)__ of items on their first birthday. ____(27)__ the child reaches for first tells what the child will grow up to be. In South Africa, a key is a ____(28)__ gift on a person's twenty-first birthday. It's a ____(29)__ of the separation between childhood and adulthood. One thing is certain, ____(30)__ . Birthdays everywhere are a special time to celebrate the year you've lived through.

26. (A) bunch (B) slew (C) plenty (D) lots

27. (A) Whoever (B) Whenever (C) Wherever (D) Whatever

28. (A) affected (B) jealous (C) traditional (D) miracle

29. (A) click (B) symbol (C) request (D) attitude

30. (A) yet (B) despite (C) instead (D) though

Humans have gradually improved at forecasting the weather. In ancient times, people used the shapes of clouds and the ____(31)__ of the stars to forecast the weather. Through observing weather patterns, they created ____(32)__ rules to use for forecasting. These rules in turn ____(33)__ collections of rhymes. For example, sailors used the rhyme, "Red sky in the morning, sailor's warning; red sky at night, sailor's delight." This means if dawn is red, the weather may be ____(34)__ . If the sunset is red, the next day will be calm. These methods of forecasting were used ____(35)__ many parts of the world.

31. (A) emotion (B) position (C) invention (D) protection

32. (A) previous (B) interrupted (C) general (D) analytical

33. (A) reflected (B) exchanged (C) released (D) became

34. (A) stormy (B) shiny (C) glowing (D) precious

35. (A) in (B) after (C) with (D) since

四 閱讀測驗

Taiwan-born designer Jason Wu has been the fashion world's darling ever since the US presidential inaugural ball. He created the outstanding white one-shoulder dress that
First Lady Michelle Obama wore as she danced the night away in the arms of her husband. Jason Wu has known since the age of five that he wanted to be a fashion designer. At sixteen, he turned his dream into a career by designing doll clothes. By 2006, he had launched his own line of clothing for people. Today, at twenty-six years of age, Jason Wu has achieved a successful career through his artistic designs.

36. What does Jason Wu design? (A) cars (B) shoes (C) clothes (D) accessories
37. At what age did Jason Wu start to sell human clothes? (A) 23 years old (B) 26 years old (C) 20 years old (D) 16 years old
38. What would be the best title for this passage? (A) D.I.Y. Doll Clothes (B) Fashion in Taiwan Is Only for the Young (C) Taiwan Designer Achieves Success at Early Age (D) First Lady Dances the Night Away

Don't spend your summer vacation in front of the TV or on the computer. There are much better things that you could do. Why not travel to an exciting location and spend your time helping others? You can make a difference with your summer through volunteer opportunities.

There are many organizations that can help you plan your volunteer experience. One of the biggest in Taiwan is the National Youth Commission. This group offers volunteer opportunities around the world. If you are concerned about the environment, you could travel to the beautiful Bahamas to volunteer in a reef rescue center. On the other side of the world, experience the amazing wildlife of Africa's Serengeti while helping locals build an ecotourism business.

For those who are more interested in working with people, India offers plenty of "voluntourism" packages. With one program, you get to see the Taj Mahal, go on a tiger safari, and have an adventure in the Himalayas. Then for three weeks, you help out in a rural day care and really get in touch with the local culture. Other assignments include rescuing street children in Africa and helping in a hospital in Honduras. Requirements for the programs vary, but there really is a meaningful opportunity for everyone.

39. What is the best title of this article? (A) Travel Around the World (B) Packaged Tour (C) Travel by airplane (D) Make Your Summer Meaningful.
40. What is the term that you take a tour while you do volunteer work? (A) assignment (B) voluntourism (C) culture-shock (D) environment protecting
41. Where can you go if you want to help rescue reef? (A) Africa (B) Bahamas (C) Himalayas (D) India
42. Where can Taiwanese people get information for volunteer work? (A) National Palace Museum (B) Ministry of Education (C) National Youth Commission (D) National Taiwan University
43. What kind of business is in need of help from volunteers who work and enjoy the wildlife in Africa at the same time? (A) ecotourism (B) air pollution (C) environment
(D) housing construction

44. Where can volunteers offer help in hospitals? (A) Safari (B) Egypt (C) Honduras (D) China

…and that’s why I don’t think we should be together anymore. Please understand that it is me, no you. I think you are a wonderful person, but we are not right for each other. I hope that we can still be friends some time in the future. Until then, have a good life, ad I wish you the best.

Your friend,

Cynthia

45. What is this passage probably from? (A) a newspaper ad (B) a person letter (C) a magazine article (D) a business e-mail

46. What is Cynthia doing? (A) She is quitting her job. (B) She is applying for a job. (C) She is asking for a sick leave. (D) She is breaking up with someone.

47. Which word best describes Cynthia’s tone? (A) serious (B) angry (C) excited (D) blaming

Anyone who spends a lot of time on a computer should pay special attention to his or her eyes. When people use a computer, they don’t blink as often. Moreover, the drying effects of air-conditioning and the stress of long work hours can cause serious eye problems. You can strain your eyes if there is a lack of moisture between your eyelid and eyeball. This can lead to blindness. Some suggestions for keeping your eyes healthy are drinking a lot of water, eating more fruit, and allowing your eyes to rest every twenty minutes. Your eyes are worth the extra effort.

48. What is not mentioned as a way to keep your eyes healthy? (A) eat more fruit (B) drink a lot of water (C) take a rest every twenty minutes (D) wear sunglasses when you’re outside

49. Which of the following statements is not true? (A) People don’t blink as often when they use a computer. (B) Drinking water helps keep eyes healthy. (C) Straining our eyes will not cause blindness. (D) Eyes that lack moisture can suffer problems.

50. What do you need between your eyelid and eyeball? (A) moisture (B) cool air (C) skin (D) oil